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the last thing i wanted to take out of this trip, was the fear and worry of what we would find in the village. when we arrived in kangar, i suddenly wanted to get out of the car. i pulled out my phone and tried to look at my diary. i wanted to look at what i had done today and what i had accomplished, or if i had accomplished anything at all. i wanted to
write down all the things i wanted to accomplish, but i couldn't see my diary. i was still in kangar, and the thought of missing the bus still nagged at me. i started driving back to the village. kartik and i sat in silence. as we approached kangar, i decided i would head back to the police station to see if they would be able to look for my diary. hopefully
they would have some leads for us. i drove back to the police station and stopped at the check post. as we waited at the check post for our permissions to enter the village, i wondered if my diary would survive. a few minutes later, kartik and i got the permits to enter the village. we jumped out of the car and walked into the village. it felt as if all the

life in this village was draining out of it. we were surrounded by fear. ahead of us was the hill where we saw the first signs of the massacre. we scanned the area and saw the bodies of these dead people. there were so many bodies. the scene was shocking. the next time im driving my car, i want to be accompanied by a girl. i wont do this only in delhi,
though! why not mumbai, the pink city? i am not sure i need a girl, but if i do, i would surely ask for a nice girl who is a good driver, handsome and good-looking, and that i could take out for a long ride!
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sachin: i have always watched the trains in mumbai, and also the bus, as a child. i was scared of the
speeding trains. my dad was a street-light inspector. he used to inspect street lights and make sure they
were efficient. when he put down his torch or umbrella, there used to be a dark place that could destroy

my light sense. this fear has not left me. i have been watching every change in the city now that i am
older. change can be scary, but it happens all the time. what struck me about the book was its detailed

representation of the daily lives of regular people who have come to mumbai over the past 30 years. the
first half of the book narrates the personal lives of ganesh and navnath. ganesh is a cab driver whose world

revolves around the need for money. he spends the day making sure that the meter is working properly
and helping passengers who are getting in and out of taxis. these incidents are followed by the moments in

which both he and navnath reflect on the rapid change in their city. when my taxi driver tells me that
houses are now serving as rentable offices, i think i know what he is talking about: many apartment

buildings have no air conditioner or windows. i notice another driver warming up a bottle of water. his cab
might not be as luxurious as ours but he sure looks like a different man. his skin is slightly red from the
heat inside the cab. family guy, the simpsons, and other american animated series are popular in india,
and have been for ages. recently, to create a lot of demand for these shows, the hd versions of these

series have started appearing online. while this has increased interest in watching these content, its also
resulted in a huge spike in the demand for downloading these shows in hd quality. it is a win-win situation,

as both the artist (show producer) and the viewer are happy, and it has led to the increased demand for
these series. while the sharing of videos and links to movies has previously used a one-on-one

collaboration model, the push for monetizing the service has brought the functionality to a one-click
sharing model. 5ec8ef588b
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